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SMT welcomes all the participants
TB we had a lot of discussion at last Friday´s FEI Task Force Meeting about the EUROs in Budapest.
so the EEF sent out a letter to all FN´s if they think they could take part or not.
So far I heard from Carina that most would like to take part but right now don´t know if it is possible.
DS I had a video meeting today with Secretary General´s of some neighbor countries.
Most are not sure about international shows - there are still restrictions and borders are closed.
Swiss, Sweden, Germany will take part if borders are open - they start with own shows at the middle
of June.
Belgium yes if possible
Italy no, Netherlands no – they will start shows with 1th Sept., French don´t know right now and I
also have no information about GB.
DK maybe we have to wait till all answers are in and the FEI will make it´s decision
TB next Task Force Meeting will be on Friday this week.
SMT what do you think the FEI will decide if some countries can´t take part?
TB my feeling is like they want to run it in Hungary but I don´t really know.
AS POL what about Qualification?
DS at the moment there is no FEI Qualification or MER
DK only the nat. FN´s should choose their teams - we will do some national shows where the
Teamtrainer can do the pick
AL we already had a national show and there will be CDI Mariakalnok and a second national show to
qualify

TB I will take this to the Task Force that every Nation/FN should have their own selection criteria and
be free to send whom they think is good enough
SMT let´s talk about Mariakalnok – how many people will be allowed there?
AL we had this show last weekend which was closed to the public – but now it´s getting better
everything will be open, no masks outdoors, no tests necessary, there only has to be a list of all
people entering the showground. Only disposable tableware is allowed at the Gastro.
SMT will there be a possibility to have a test done at the showground for going back home?
Al we will ask our ministry if this is necessary – I will have to send them a list of all riders coming,
after Definite Entry and they promised to speak to the authorities of the other countries what will be
necessary for going back and then I will inform all people.
SMT we have to be careful because right now you need a not more than 4-day old test for going back
– I know for sure because I have been to Germany shortly and it was asked for at the airport or you
had to go to quarantine
AL Thomas do you know if the FEI letter applies to me – it says from 1st July and I´m the weekend
before.
TB normally not if it says from this date on, but better not asking too often.
SMT what will this mean for Achleiten?
TB Risk Management – you have to have a responsible person at the showground and you have to
register every person who enters the showground but I have to go through it particularly
DF many FN´s do not agree with this Risk Management letter of the FEI – FEI cannot overrule national
laws and regulations – so the EEF has sent a letter to the FEI because of that
DK what’s about World Cup?
TB I´m not sure if there enough qualifiers will be taking place – some already cancelled but it is too
early to know – all the approval is pending right now
AS POL and the OLG Qualification?
TB Quota places stay the same – MER for the individual riders still has to be reached
DK Poland may be not able to come to Ilia´s show because some important national events are
postponed and I don´t have the dates fixed right now.
IV we still have time to solve this and we would try to find a solution if it is a problem with the date.
Just let me know as soon as you know.
AS POL Thomas please inform as when you hear something about EURO´s in Budapest.
TB I try as soon as I´m allowed to.
SMT next meeting will be 18.6 at 15.00
Then we know about border opening and rules from 15.6
Thanks everybody for joining – see you then
take care

